To our fellow Technicians at United Airlines

In the 1930s Airline Pilots established a union to represent Pilots. They promoted their skills and profession. The time, effort and sacrifices they made, building their union has led to one of the most successful skilled labor unions in America.

We as Technicians at United Airlines need to make the same decision. To establish a Union that will promote our profession and protect our membership through Professional representation. We can build a union that will promote our Skills and Profession.

Quote from a former United Pilot in LAX after discussing with technicians their formation of ALTA a union built by Technicians. “It is the best decision your Technicians could make.”

He went on to emphasize how many United ALPA Pilots respected our Technicians, for the knowledge and experience we show every day maintaining our aircraft. We are an integral part of United with some of the most experienced and skilled Technicians.

As Technicians, we are responsible for providing safe airworthy and reliable aircraft to United Airlines every day. We ensure the safety of hundreds of thousands of passengers daily. In 2015 over 150 Million passengers. Thanks to the skill and experience of our Technicians who maintain the United Fleet every day. Visit our website at www.altaunited.com

Our Technicians have the knowledge and ability to govern our own Union. We have done it before and can do it again. We have the responsibility to ensure all United Technicians are properly represented and respected for the work we do.

Make the right decision today, sign an ALTA election authorization card.
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Building a Professional Craft Union for Technicians